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Introduction
� Huang proposed the EMD algorithm which decomposes a signal into a set of

Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs), {ϕk(t)} via an iterative sifting algorithm
� Demodulation of IMFs leads to a time-frequency analysis of a signal
� Extensions/improvements to EMD include: Ensemble EMD (EEMD),

Complete EEMD (CEEMD), and Improved CEEMD (ICEEMD)
� For this work, we utilize EMD with our proposed improvements �1

The End Effect Problem in EMD
� A cubic spline interpolator is used to determine the envelopes of a given

signal based on the extrema points
� Interpolation at signal boundaries becomes extrapolation, causing erratic

behavior
� Rato proposed that artificial extrema points be inserted past the signal

bounds, constraining the extrapolation at the boundaries of the signal �2
� Our method is to use linear prediction (LP) to artificially extend the signal
� These two methods are complementary and can be used in conjunction

Methods for Mitigating End Effects
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Figure: For a signal segment, the residue signal r(t) ( ), maxima {tp, up} ( )
and minima {tq, lq} ( ), upper u(t) ( ) and lower l(t) ( ) envelopes, and signal
boundaries ( ) at t = 0 and t = NTs . Beyond the signal boundaries, we also
illustrate (top) artificially-inserted maxima ( ) and minima ( ) obtained using
Rato’s mitigation method, as well as the subsequently estimated upper envelope
ŭ(t) ( ) and lower envelope l̆(t) ( ), and (bottom) the extension of the residue
signal ( ) using LP, as well as the maxima {t̃p, ũp} ( ), minima {t̃q, l̃q} ( ),
upper envelope ũ(t) ( ), and lower envelope l̃(t) ( ) that are obtained from
the extended residue r̃(t).

Sifting Algorithm with Proposed Mitigation
1: procedure ϕ(t) = SIFT( r(t), L, P )
2:

r̃(nTs) =



P∑
p=1

a∗P−pr(nTs + pTs),−L ≤ n < 0

r(nTs), 0 ≤ n ≤ N
P∑

p=1
apr(nTs − pTs), N < n ≤ N + L

3: while 1
NTs

∫ NTs
0 |ẽ(t)|2dt ≥ ε do

4: find all local maxima: ũp = r̃(t̃p), p = 1, 2, . . .

5: find all local minima: l̃q = r̃(t̃q), q = 1, 2, . . .

6: insert artificial extrema (per Rato)
7: interpolate: ũ(t) = CublicSpline({t̃p, ũp})
8: interpolate: l̃(t) = CublicSpline({t̃q, l̃q})
9: ẽ(t) = [ũ(t) + l̃(t)]/2

10: r̃(t)← r̃(t)− ẽ(t).
11: end while
12: ϕ(t) = r̃(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ NTs

13: end procedure

Convergence of Mitigation Methods
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Figure: For 5000 trials of the convergence metric C in dB as a function of iter-
ation, the mean value ( ) and the range ( ) for (top) no mitigation, (middle)
Rato’s mitigation only, (bottom) the proposed mitigation (LP+Rato’s). The
trial with the wost convergence ( ) is also shown, note convergence instability.

Accuracy of Mitigation Methods

Figure: The expected error surface E[J (a, f )] when using (top left) no mitiga-
tion, (top right) Rato’s mitigation, and (bottom center) the proposed mitigation
(LP+Rato’s). Additionally, the theoretical bifurcation curves af 2 = 1 ( ),
af = 1 ( ), and af sin(3πf/2) = 1 ( ) derived in �3 are overlaid.

Conclusions
� The use of linear prediction with Rato’s mitigation gives promising results.
� Accuracy: The expected mean error E[J̄ ] is reduced.
� Convergence: The convergence metric C for the trial mean and worst case

trial have smaller error.
� Convergence: The expected mean error surface E[J(a, f )] is smoother

(reduced variance).
The proposed method is expected to have the most impact in cases where the
area of interest within the signal extends up to the signal boundaries, such as in
online or block EMD.
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